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ABSTRACT

Self-organization in active materials, inspired by biological systems, shows many features, not
found in passive materials [2]. Self-propelled Brownian spheres undergo phase separation [3], rod-
like particles show unusual defects behavior, which was confirmed experimentally [1]. Both types of
particles, however, have a center of symmetry.

In order to explore the influence of shape asymmetry, a new 2D shape, named a circulangle, is
introduced. It is composed of a circle, wedged into an angle, such that the angle’s sides attach to the
circle tangentially thus preserving continuous curvature. It is characterized by an elongation factor
L/R, which is 1 for a circle (Fig. 1a). Monte Carlo simulations of two-dimensional hard Brownian
circulangles are presented. Self-propellence is introduced by the bias of MC moves along particles’
axes. Upon such MC sampling the system undergoes transition from homogeneous isotropic state
(Fig. 1b ) to micellar structures (Fig. 1d) arranged in clusters/networks (Fig. 1c).

Circulangles appear to be the first known self-propelled particles, which form micelles without
attractive forces.

The newly discovered phenomenon may have wide implications in design of (meta)materials for
energy conversion and storage, sensorics, micromechanics and targeted drug delivery.
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Figure 1: Circulangles with L/R = 4
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